Competitors' coexistence is an intriguing theme when we deal with biological evolution: coexistence is a prerequisite of biological diversity. However, why does evolution support biodiversity? In this paper biological evolution is presented as a process equivalent to concurrent autocatalytic chemical reactions. The analysis of the mathematical models of these reactions shows that competitors are restricted in their ability to coexist stably. Competing autocatalytic units coexist if and only if they have identical energetic characteristics. Therefore, the answer presented here is that evolution does not really maintain diversity. Apparent biodiversity, at a closer look, is a mixture of identical self-replicating units. From here, the conclusion is drawn that differences in the patterns of energy flow, in which self-replicating units are involved, is the driving force of life evolution. This theoretical model, which describes life evolution in simple physical terms, replaces natural selection hypothesis.
Introduction 1
Today scientists believe that species in ecosystems evolve through a sophisticated mechanism hypothesized by C. Darwin and named natural selection (Schneider and Helms, 2003; Biebricher and Eigen, 2005; Lieberman et al., 2005) . Natural selection is thought to occur at molecular level as well (Eigen and Schuster, 1979; Russ et al., 2005) . However, such a mechanism -natural or artificial -is an illusion. Darwin based his theory on anthropomorphic arguments such as favorable variations, struggle for existence, selection (Darwin, 1859) . Thus, it reflects only human emotional response to processes occurring in the living world. Darwinian mechanism of evolution -natural selection idea -is just a new kind of the phlogiston theory. Contrary to common sense, the "struggle for existence" is the result of a long evolution, not its cause.
From the physical point of view, life on the planet is a network of chemical reactions. The first steps in the formation of living things on earth were chemical evolution (Des Murais and Walter, 1999 ). So we should look for biological evolution driving forces in the dynamics of chemical reactions instead of searching for any particular biological principles. (Holt, 1977) . I use the terms divergent competition (d-competition) and convergent competition (c-competition) for them respectively. c n d m -competition describes a fully connected food web of n consumers and m resources.
Suppose two self-replicating units (or species), one S and one P, with a total mass density M make a system. Species exchange their masses with the environment and interact with each other by transferring mass from one species to another. Then the dynamics of species mass densities may be described by a set of the rate equations
Here / P VdPdt = is the instantaneous growth rate of species P.
() PP t ff = denotes the maximal instantaneous growth rate of a mass density unit corresponding to conditions at time a t, i.e.
is the instantaneous stable mass density of species P, where () P c means an instantaneous equilibrium point of species S at the same time. We assume that always 0 P F > . Formally, the same is true for equation (1). As we see, equations (1) and (2) differ only by their sign. Which sign to write depends on the species selected. We write "-" for the resource and "+" for the consumer rate equation. Therefore, we may not specify a trophic position of a species we consider, and write
where X means S or P. Now let us incorporate c-and dcompetitors in our system. In the case resources and consumers have different forms S 1 , S 2 , ..., S m ; P 1 , P 2 , …, P n a set of the rate equations is used c-or d-competitors, which evolution is described by (6), will never exclude each other. They behave like identical species. As the matrix C may be presented in the form
the right side of the equation (5) is divided into to parts
, where i denotes rows and kcolumns, is the evolution matrix of competing species. To obtain it we split interactions between competitors into two partsindifferent competition (which describes competition between species as if they were identical) and antisymmetrical interactions (directed competition). Competitors can coexist stably only if all components of the antisymmetrical interactions matrix are zero. This is clear if we arrange competitors in the order 12 ... In a real situation we do not have to expect that all coexisting species are identical at every moment. Rather they must obey the relation
for every (i, k) pair of indexes. It is worth to note here that, although the possibility of the stable coexistence of competing identical species is mentioned from time to time in various contexts (Richerson et al., 1970; Holt, 1977; Ågren and Fagerström, 1984; Abrams, 1986; Walter, 1988; Cornell and Lawton, 1992; Tilman and Pacala, 1993) , it was never realized that this way of coexistence, as the expression of a general principle of nature, was the only possible.
A physical basis of evolution driving forces
We begin with the initial rate equation describing the evolution of (10) system dP bSPdP dt =-
Here b and d are coefficients of the forward and backward reactions respectively. From (11) we obtain dP bSPdP dt =-
(we suppose that ()0 bMd -> ). This is a usual procedure, which we use to transform models of (11) type to the (12), and thus (3), expression. 
which correspond to the model (9)), if all species in a system coexist permanently then 
Indifferent competition, Y , describes relations between species as if they were identical. This merely means that species equally use energy. Antisymmetric part of trophic interactions -directed competition -shows differences in competitors energy allocation. Species, which equally use energy, are identical. Nature cannot distinguish between them.
Contemporaneous evolutionary thoughts rest on the Y value. Indeed, for natural selection to proceed the system must reach a "saturated" state, where resources become limited and thus competition between individuals begin. This state of the system is measured with the function Y . According to natural selection theory, competition should occur between individuals when Y ³1. However, the conclusion of this paper is that only antisymmetric interactions are responsible for Darwinian evolution of competing species. Therefore, evolution reveals itself in action whenever ()() 0 ik cc -¹ .
In addition, the result of competition is not the survival of the fittest but the disappearance Second, in general, interactions between species decrease each other fitness. The individual interacting components -species -cannot evolve toward some extreme fitness value. But this loss in fitness leads to the increases of species number. Probably the huge biodiversity indeed maintains the whole system in a relatively equilibrium state (Coste et al., 1978; Anthony and Stuart, 1983; Rooney, 2006; Ives and Carpenter, 2007) . The more potential interactions exist in the system the easier ISSN 1303 5150 www.neuroquantology.com species can control their behavior so that to make themselves approximately identical. The principle of natural selection cannot be applied to chemical world; so, it cannot explain the origin of life. Therefore, a breach exists between chemical and biological worlds. We may repair this by rejecting natural selection principle. Biological evolution is subjected to the same rules, which govern chemical reactions. The initial steps in the emergence of life probably were some concurrent autocatalytic chemical reactions. The crucial event for biological evolution to begin was the emergence of self-replicating chemical entities (Eigen and Schuster, 1979; Diener, 1989; Woese, 1998) . As soon as the simplest self-replicating systems arise it is quite possible that their complexity will increase. The more complex self-replicating units are the more "degrees of freedom" they have to manipulate their behavior. This enhances the possibility to maintain competitors similarity. Therefore, different forms have more chances to survive. Taking this into consideration, R. Dawkins (2006) very likely is true. The real players in the living world are DNA. Life is the universe of DNA strings. Nuclei, cells, multicellular organisms, ecosystems are only the way which allows DNA molecules to coexist.
The affirmation that the biodiversity of the living world is huge is true only from our viewpoint. Ecosystems would think quite the reverse. The only criterion on which they can judge is the flow of energy along food chains. The chains may converge and diverge only if competing routes retain the same masstransforming value expressed as c (i) . The evolution of ecological communities goes in such a direction that diverse species, concerning their energetic relations with the heterogeneous environment, form a homogeneous system. After the system reaches an equilibrium state, evolution probably slows down.
Biological evolution itself is no more purposeful and no more "intelligent" than a chemical reaction in a test tube. No matter what striking the biosphere looks for us, it is simply the result of a grand chemical experiment on concurrent reactions. I think life, including the human and his mind, is ordinary physical phenomenon. The ability to think should find a simple physical explanation and mathematical description (Chen, 2005; 2008) .
